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Release Info:  
 
Artist: Digital Madness 
Release Title: Another Kind Of Human Being EP (Incl. Holocaos Remix) 
Cat#: Tranz016  
Release Date: 22 October, 2008  
Format: Digital/ Mp3/ 320kbps/ 44.100  
Genre: Electronic  
Subgenre: Minimal/ Techno/ Experimental  
Total Time: 33min 40sec  
Size:  91,1 MB  
 
Tracklist:  
 
01. Another Kind Of Human Being (10:33) 
02. Another Kind Of Human Being (Holocaos Remix) (4:15) 
03. Shut Up And Suck (8:26) 
04.  Duhash (10:26) 
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Release Artist: 

 

Digital Madness was born when the friends Jaime and Leo 
decided to mix their minds and their musical luggage motivated by 
the desire and need to make live electronic music. 

Mixing influences ranging from the Brazilian MPB and 
Progressive Rock to Funk and Techno, they always try to make a 
dancing sound with swing, but at the same time serious and dignified. 

Jaime aka Bmind, a young man born in 1987 grew in the midst 
of music. His mother played the guitar and his father was owner of a 

record store, on his childhood he used to listen to a lot of Brazilian 
MPB and various strands of rock, especially the 70ths Progressive. At 7 
years begins to study guitar, in 2001 his musical studies are intensified 
knowing the electronic music and the infinite possibilities of producing  
music with softwares and using analog / digital equipments. 

Leo aka Leozzone, since child showed interest in electronic music when started to mix tapes on 
conventional radio. Soon started to develop his sensitivity for mixing, drums and percussion. DJ for more 
than 10 years, had the first contact with the musical production in 2002, but nowadays he implements his 
ideas, feelings and experiences into his solo project and in partnership with Jaime in the Digital Madness. 

 

More Infos: 

www.myspace.com/digitalmadnessproject  
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